
ACE Workshop in a mind map -
The questions and structures I
ask myself when writing a under
15K around a theatre or
development project. Dais Hale.
DISCLAIMER: This is how I write
and think. It is not the 'right' way
or endorsed in any way by ACE.
But a way to share one approach
and one strucutre.

Short summary of the
project

Here I do a plain one
line about what the
activity is (e.g. a
rehearsal period and
production or R&D or
Organisational
development)

I add the time period
e.g 5 months

If there will be
audience or sharings
I will say how many
poss audience or
sharings

The majority of the
characters I use on
detailing my specific
aims for the money
with headings.
Usually between 3
and 4 but that's up to
you.

These can be things
like 'Development' -
to redevelop 'X' into a
1 hour production
ready for touring

Other examples can
be 'Artistic
development'
'audience
development'
'Branding and
marketing' etc

Each aim will have a
line that gives it
context, trying to be
as specific as possible

I'll refer back to these
headings in the app
to save character
count on
contextualising
everything

Quality 1 - Your
relevant work and
experience

This is your chance to
detail any relevant
training, shows,
venues, tours,
awards,
achievements. I tend
to use 3/4 of the
characters on this.

I'll often end on a short
paragraph about the
project to date, a chance to
be more 'romantic' about
the journey so far with the
project as so much of the
rest of the application has
to be precise about
activity. E.g. 'X' started as...
it has performed at... etc

Quality 2 - Tell us
more about your
project and what you
want it to achieve

Precision is key in this
section 'what is it you're
actually going to DO in this
time' - its not marketing
spiel about the show,  or
too much on thematics, it's
literal knuts and bolts of
your time and your hopeful
discoveries / milestones.

Outline the project
and its themes briefly

I find it helpful to
sometimes say 'I'll do
this, it'll do this' e.g.
'With Director 'X', I
will look at structure
and form'An example structure

Intro
Point 1 about what you will
do e.g. Developing
workshops in order to...
Point 2 about what you will
do e.g. My process will be
spread over 5 months
redeveloping the show
with...
Point 3 I will work with...

Quality 3 - Tell us how
this project will help
to develop your work

Here I re-use my
headings from the
start as headings to
show how the
development and aim
are linked

Sometimes this
section can feel a bit
like writing the
obvious, but if you
don't write it, they
don't know

Again it can be useful
to make a list of
'doing this will enable
this'

Examples;
Improving relationships with venues
Connecting with local community
Expanding audiences
Initiating relationships
Developing my work
Having dedicated time for a project to
improve
Gaining certain qualities from other artists
Confidence
Improving brand
Working with certain groups
Developing additional skills

Who else is involved

I'll open with a short
bio on the artist, then
close with 2-3
sentences about what
they will contribute
specifically to the
work.

Expenditure
Questions

Tell us how you will
manage the budget
for this project, and
about your previous
experience of
managing budgets

Have you managed
any projects
successfully to
budget before? Name
that here

Will you use any
specific processes for
keeping on top of the
budget?

E.g. Open Book
Accounting, Shared
Spreadsheet with the
team, weekly
spending meeting, 2
person authorisation
on spends etc

Is a producer doing this? What's
their experience with finance?
What processes have you set up
with them / will set up?

Tell us how you have
worked out the costs
in your project
budget, including the
costs of any
purchases.

Again really clear statements
of fact here are best. If
you've used any recognised
pay rates, had direct quotes
or looked up costs
somewhere, use the
information you have

Some costs might be
based on experience
and that's ok to state
too

Evaluation

Refer back to your
aims, how will you
assess that you have
met them?

How will you collect
specific feedback?

If you're trying out
new approaches, how
will you know you've
succeeded?

How will you
document your
process?

Examples:
Debriefs with creatives
Recording sharings to evaluate progress
Performer / creative / participant diaries
Feedback from others - be specific about what sort of
people
Measure of interest from industry/ programmers /
partners / any other target group
Follow up conversations for future interest
Audience feedback forms
Live archive - on Gdoc or website
Social media feedback and analytics
Press Take up
Reviews
Audience capacity

Income Questions

How you have raised
or plan to raise the
income from other
sources in the income
table

This is your chance to
either state fact, or
justify any of your
'expected' incomes

expected incomes are
often box office income,
be precise with how
you've worked out your
projection e.g. £x per
ticket, 70/30 box office
split projected at 70%
based on previous show
sell out minus VAT = £X

Factual satements are
simple sentences such as 'I
have received £X from a
seed commission for the
work'

Tell us about the
support in kind in
your budget

Again, clear factual
statements to explain
rates, quotes, support

e.g. 'X Theatre are
providing 1 week of
development space in
their studio - quoted
at £X in kind'

You don't have to, but
in the income table, I
still detail any
calculations in the
'description' already
just for continuity and
clarity.

Public Engagement 1
- Who will engage
with your project

This question is
SHORT in character
count so it's about
being really specific
on the target groups

This does not just
have to be audiences,
but artists,
participants,
programmers etc can
also be named

If saying industry,
name specific venues/
places you know you
want to aim for.

Sometimes it's useful
to note that you will
have different types
of engagement like
industry, artists,
audiences

Bullet point your
target demographics.
It is better to be really
clear about knowing
who this is for, rather
than trying to be
broad

Sometimes it is useful
to also add some
context in a line.

If development, be
precise about the
FUTURE target
audiences. This shows
WHY it is being made.

ACE recognises the
audience spectrum
profiles - 10 profiles
of audience
behaviours that you
can use to identify the
type of people
coming to your
cultural event

https://
www.theaudienceagency.org/
off-the-shelf/audience-
spectrum/profiles

Public Engagement 2
- How will people
engage with your
project and what
experience do you
want them to have

I use the specific
demographics I noted
in the previous
question as the
beginning of each
paragraph and what
experience they'll
have.

E.g. 'Audiences aged
20-35- This age group
will...'

If there is
participation or
engagement work,
this section is a
chance to be really
explicit about what
they'll be doing, what
they will learn, how
they will do it

Remember there are
lots of ways to explain
engagement

Examples;
Making theatre accessible.
Feeling like their stories exist
Creating community
Identifying with themes
Reflecting methodologies
Escapism
Learning new skills

This can also be
where to note
opportunity for
feedback, reflection
etc

Public Engagement 3
- How will you make
sure your project
reaches people

THIS is your
marketing spiel or
audience
development plan.

Again short character
count so be to the
point and precise.

'I will do/utilise this, it
will reach these
people/this audience'

If naming social
media support from
an organisation-
name the reach
figure (all the
followers across
platforms added up)

Name networks,
mentors, connections
you will use

e.g. 'X' will connect
me with 'X'

If you're doing
publicity, name the
PR company you'll
work with or that
you'll do a press
release

Name your graphic
designer, name what
materials you'll make

If you plan to do
something that will
resonate with one
particular
demographic, name
that

E.g. You've said you'll target non-
regular theatre goers, what are you
doing to attract them, who are you
working with? what's the plan?

Do you have a track
record of high
engagement or
audience capacity?
name that.

e.g. 'at my last 3
shows audience
capacity did not drop
below 60% with a
height of 90%...'

Are you employing
someone to do
marketing / audience
development /
engagement
manager? Explain
that here.

Remember you have the
chance to put the bio of
someone in the who else
is involved section, you
don't need to give
another bio, more be to
the point of what this
person will be doing to
ensure it reaches people.

Project plan

Tell us what you've
done so far

Bullet point
everything you've
done so far really
plainly.

You can put in a list,
or use this as a basis
for filling in this
section.

Examples;
I have created a initial scratch
version of the the show
I have confirmed working with
'x' director
I have done project
consultations with 'X' partner
on future life
I have confirmed 'X' partner
I have raised £ by...

Again may seem very
common sense but
again unless you
write it, nobody
knows you've done it

Project Timeline

I always draft this in a
excel spreadsheet so I
can move the rows
around if i need to
and it's easier to copy
and paste the dates
rather than use the
clunky grantium
calendar each time

Put your start date at
the top and end date
around 20 rows
down, then populate
with any key
milestones e.g.
sharings,
performances,
recruitment deadlines

then fill in around there
with other activity that gets
you to each of those
milestones. E.g. Milestone is
final design finished, you'd
need to add in before that
any planning meetings,
white cards, material
buying etc.

Partners

If your partner is a
organisation or a
theatre, often they
will have a statement
on their website that
is relevant to what
they are supporting
you with that you can
adapt.

It may be in a mission
statement, in their
artist development
area etc

Make sure you aren't
just copy and pasting
a bio of the place, find
the bits that are
relevant to the work
they are supporting
and in what way.


